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ABSTRACT
High-resolution spectroscopic observations were taken of 29 extended main sequence turn-off (eMSTO)
stars in the young (∼200 Myr) LMC cluster, NGC 1866 using the Michigan/Magellan Fiber System
and MSpec spectrograph on the Magellan-Clay 6.5-m telescope. These spectra reveal the first direct
detection of rapidly rotating stars whose presence has only been inferred from photometric studies.
The eMSTO stars exhibit Hα emission (indicative of Be-star decretion disks), others have shallow
broad Hα absorption (consistent with rotation &150 km s−1), or deep Hα core absorption signaling
lower rotation velocities (.150 km s−1). The spectra appear consistent with two populations of stars
- one rapidly rotating, and the other, younger and slowly rotating.
Keywords: globular clusters: individual (NGC 1866) — stars: rotation — stars: emission-line, Be —
techniques: spectroscopic
1. INTRODUCTION
Identification of multiple main sequences in old Milky
Way globular clusters from HST photometry (Bedin et
al. 2004; Piotto et al. 2007; Gratton et al. 2012) cre-
ated a fundamental change in our concept of their stellar
populations for it suggested that cluster stars are neither
coeval nor chemically homogeneous. This paradigm shift
results from the fact that multiple sequences are visible
along the entire color-magnitude diagram (CMD) signal-
ing two or more generations of stars.
No completely successful scenario exists to explain
multiple populations although many possibilities have
been offered. The most popular suggests that a sec-
ond generation of enriched (polluted) stars forms from
gas that was processed at high temperatures in the cores
and/or envelopes of intermediate to high mass first gen-
eration stars. Each of the many possibilities appears to
have at least one fatal flaw (Bastian et al. 2015; Renzini
et al. 2015; Charbonnel 2016). The situation becomes
more complicated when investigating younger clusters,
which could reveal the predecessors of the Milky Way
clusters.
Photometric studies of young and intermediate age
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clusters (age <2 Gyr) in the Large Magellanic Cloud
(LMC) support yet another scenario. They have re-
vealed an extended (broadened) main-sequence turnoff
(eMSTO) and/or a bimodal main sequence (Mackey et
al. 2008; Milone et al. 2009; Goudfrooij et al. 2009,
2014). This discovery could imply that a prolonged (100-
500 Myr) star-formation history occurred (Mackey et al.
2008; Conroy & Spergel 2011; Keller et al. 2011). This
could be an attractive simple explanation since there are
concerns about the lack of active star-formation in clus-
ters older than 10 Myr (Niederhofer et al. 2016) and the
absence of natal cluster gas after 4 Myr (Hollyhead et al.
2015) suggesting that multiple stellar generations may
not be present.
Photometry of young (∼300 Myr) stellar clusters also
reveals the eMSTO and a bifurcated main sequence
(D’Antona et al. 2015; Milone et al. 2016, 2017). A re-
cent claim of detection of young stellar objects in some
young clusters in the LMC hints at ongoing star for-
mation (For & Bekki 2017). However, other scenarios
have been introduced to explain the eMSTO and bifur-
cated main sequence including a range of ages (Mackey &
Broby Nielsen 2007; Milone et al. 2009; Keller et al. 2011;
Correnti et al. 2014; Goudfrooij et al. 2014), different ro-
tation rates (Bastian & deMink 2009, Bastien et al. 2016;
Niederhofer et al. 2015; D’Antona et al. 2015; Milone et
al. 2016, 2017), braking of rapid rotators (D’Antona et
al. 2017), or different metallicities (Milone et al. 2015).
Our target, NGC 1866, a 200 Myr cluster in the LMC,
displays the eMSTO and also a bifurcated main sequence
(Milone et al. 2017). These characteristics are not due
to photometric errors, field-star contamination, differen-
tial reddening, or non-interacting binaries (Milone et al.
2016, 2017). Comparison with isochrones (Milone et al.
2017) suggests that the best-fit of the bifurcated main
sequence comes from rotating stellar models for the red
main sequence and non-rotating models for the blue main
sequence. It is believed that abundances are similar
among the populations of NGC 1866 (Mucciarelli et al.
2011), although the ages are not, and may range from 140
Myr to 220 Myr (Milone et al. 2017). Isochrone modeling
provides good agreement with the main-sequence objects
but the fit to the eMSTO objects is not as satisfactory.
Variable stars, such as δ Scuti objects might also pro-
duce an extended turn off (Salinas et al. 2016), however
these stars become significant in older clusters (1−3 Gyr)
where the turnoff from the main sequence coincides with
the instability strip. Stellar rotation not only affects the
colors of the stars but also their lifetimes through rota-
tional mixing. Possibly rotation could cause the observed
spreads in the CMD (Bastian & deMink 2009). In fact,
narrow and broad-band photometry of bright stars in two
young LMC clusters hints at the appearance of Hα emis-
sion (Bastian et al. 2017) which is interpreted as signaling
the presence of rapidly rotating Be stars.
No direct measure of rotation has been carried out for
individual stars populating the eMSTO in LMC clus-
ters. In this paper, we report the first high-resolution
spectroscopy of the Hα line in 29 stars in the extended
turnoff region of the LMC cluster NGC 1866. Synthesis
of model spectra indicated that narrow photospheric fea-
tures would be ‘washed out’ and too subtle to detect if
the stars are rapidly rotating, making the Hα transition
a feature of choice to characterize the rotational state of
the star.
2. SPECTROSCOPIC MATERIAL
Stellar spectra were obtained with the Michi-
gan/Magellan Fiber System (M2FS, Mateo et al. 2012)
and the MSpec multi-object spectrograph mounted on
the Magellan-Clay 6.5-m telescope at Las Campanas Ob-
servatory. The fibers have a diameter of 1.2” and can
span a field of view nearly 30 arcminutes in diameter.
A 180µm slit yielded a resolving power λ/∆λ ∼ 28, 000.
The spectra were binned by 2 pixels in the spatial direc-
tion and remained at 1 pixel along the dispersion.
The selected targets, which are likely members of the
cluster NGC 1866, were identified by Milone et al. (2017)
from the Ultraviolet and Visual Channel of the Wide
Field Camera 3 (UVIS/WFC3) of HST. Images taken
with the F336W filter and the F814W filter provided the
photometry and astrometry. Milone et al. (2017) noted
that the apparent stellar density became constant at ra-
dial distances greater than about 3 arcminutes from the
cluster center, and concluded that cluster members did
not extend beyond that distance. Our targets comply
with this criterion. In addition, we selected targets sepa-
rated by 2.5 arcsec at a minimum from any neighboring
stars that are brighter and located away from stars less
than 2 magnitudes fainter in the F814W band than the
target star. With this selection criterion, coupled with
the requirements on fiber placement, very few stars re-
main within the half-light radius of the cluster (41 arc-
sec); in fact only two of our targets are located there.
The vast majority lie between 41 arcsec and ∼180 arcsec
from the center. This criterion identified ∼ 150 accept-
able targets, spanning V = 16.2–20. Positions of the
guide and acquisition stars were verified by comparison
with the 2MASS catalog and WFI images. The software
code for M2FS fiber positioning selected targets accord-
ing to our priorities.
We chose the filter “Bulge-GC1” which spans 6120–
6720A˚ over 6 echelle orders, and allows up to 48 fibers
to be placed on our targets. In practice, several fibers
are placed on the sky; thus we obtained about 43 stellar
targets per configuration. Some targets were “lost” due
to low fiber sensitivity, neighboring very bright stars, or
possibly inaccurate coordinates. Two configurations - a
bright and faint selection – each spanning about 2 mag-
nitudes were implemented. Our principal configuration
was observed on 8 December and 12 December 2016 with
7 exposures totaling 5.5 hours varying between 2100s and
2700s each. A fainter target configuration was observed
on 11 December and 13 December 2016, but the spectra
were severely compromised by the full moon.
Standard IRAF procedures performed the bias sub-
traction, overscan trimming, and combination of the 4 in-
dividual CCD quadrants into one monolithic array. The
dohydra task was implemented for aperture identification
and tracing, scattered-light subtraction, flat-fielding, and
line identification for wavelength calibration from the
ThAr comparison lamp. Sky emission lines were iden-
tified and removed individually and the Hα order was
continuum normalized with a cubic spline, omitting the
Hα region. A detailed description of the procedures can
be found in Johnson et al. (2015).1 We obtained Hα spec-
1 An outline of procedures is available online
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tra for 29 targets within a 3 arcmin radius of the cluster
center. Comparison of stars in the reference field within
the color and magnitude boundaries of our sample sug-
gests that 10% of our targets (comprising 3 targets) in
the cluster field might not be cluster members. The solar
Hα line in absorption frequently appears in the spectra
at shorter wavelengths than the LMC spectral features
but nevertheless allows definition of the continuum on
the short wavelength side of Hα. Target stars, their po-
sitions, magnitudes, and Hα characteristics are given in
Table 1.
3. ANALYSIS
Hα spectra of the 29 targets located within 3 arcmin of
the cluster center are shown in Fig. 1 where both emis-
sion and absorption can be found. The emission features
are centered on the velocity of the cluster, +298.5 km s−1
(Mucciarelli et al. 2011). The profiles are typical of those
found in Be stars in which the emission arises in a Kep-
lerian decretion disk surrounding a rapidly rotating star
(Rivinius et al. 2013; Paul et al. 2017; Reid & Parker
2012). Differences in the profile shapes result from the
angle of observation, from pole-on to equator (Struve
1931). In particular, the narrow ‘wine-bottle’ Hα profile
of Object 58 suggests it is viewed nearly pole-on; many
others (Object 14, 26, 56, 62, 89) exhibit a deep central
absorption thought to arise from absorption in the cool
circumstellar disk when viewed edge-on (Hummel 1994).
The line widths at the continuum level vary as well, from
±110 km s−1 in the pole-on object to > ±200 km s−1 in
stars observed at intermediate angles.
Absorption profiles shown in Figure 1 are shallow and
broad for many stars. Hα absorption wings in B stars
are indicative of the stellar gravity, and the core of the
line responds to rotation, becoming more shallow with
increasing values of v sin i. Several of the stars can be
seen by visual inspection to have a deep (narrow) core in
the absorption profile.
We further examine the absorption profiles in two
ways: profile synthesis and broadening assessment. In
the first instance, theoretical Hα absorption profiles are
compared to the observed profiles for three bright targets
in Fig. 2a, 2b, 2c. Hα profiles from Castelli and Kurucz
LTE models2 were broadened using a Gaussian convo-
lution and overlaid on the profiles; also shown are rea-
sonable excursions to the profile with higher and lower
rotational velocities. Comparison of LTE vs non-LTE
calculations of Hα profiles shows that LTE profiles are
adequate for stars cooler than ∼22,000K (Przybilla &
Butler 2004; Nieva & Przybilla 2007). HST colors pre-
dicted from the Choi et al. (2016) models suggest these
targets have Teff ∼15,000K. Synthesis of the spectra for
Object 10 and 12 suggests v sin i ∼ 70−100 km s−1 in
contrast to a value ∼200 km s−1 for Object 30. These
values provide a lower limit to the true velocity because
the orientations of the stars are unknown. Secondly, we
developed a broadening parameter defined as the ratio
of the central depth to the line profile depth at a wave-
length 4A˚ longward of line center: Rc+4. This ratio was
measured for the target stars after subtracting the solar
scattered continuum. Model profiles demonstrate that
(https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/oir/m2fsreduction.pdf).
2 Available at http://kurucz.harvard.edu.
this ratio increases with increasing velocity (Fig. 2d).
The dependence of the ratio on velocity appears similar
for different values of the gravity. The observed profiles
map velocities, v, from 50 to 250 km s−1. Inspection of
the Hα absorption profiles suggests that the majority of
the targets with v . 150 km s−1 exhibit deep absorption
cores, therefore we denote these stars as ‘slow rotators’
and label the stars with v &150 km s−1 as ‘fast rotators’.
Theoretical critical velocities are shown in the HST
CMD from MIST isochrones (Dotter 2016; Choi et al.
2016) for a range of ages corresponding to NGC 1866
(Fig. 3). The isochrones have been shifted by the as-
sumed distance and reddening of NGC 1866 [(m−M)0=
18.31, E(B − V )= 0.11, Milone et al. 2017]. The MIST
isochrones include the effects of rotation; those shown in
Fig. 3 are initialized with Ω/Ωcrit = 0.4 at the ZAMS.
The critical velocities for these targets (350−400 km s−1)
are larger than the values inferred from Fig. 2d. This
may account for the lack of emission in Hα as stars have
not achieved velocities necessary to shed material pro-
ducing emission from a surrounding disk.
4. DISCUSSION
The majority of eMSTO target stars fall into two cate-
gories: fast and slow rotators. Detection of Hα emission
clearly signals a fast-rotating star with a Keplerian decre-
tion disk - the Be phenomenon (Rivinius et al. 2013). We
do not yet have measurements of the rotational velocity
of the emission objects. The Hα absorption profiles in-
dicate both rapidly and slowly rotating stars. Isochrone
fitting to HST cluster photometry (Milone et al. 2017)
suggested that the blue stars on the bifurcated main se-
quence are slowly rotating, and represent two stellar gen-
erations of 140 Myr and 220 Myr. Red main sequence
stars are believed to be rapidly rotating (Ω=0.9Ωcrit,
a high fraction of the critical rotation rate, Ωcrit), and
are consistent with an age of 200 Myr. Thus our spec-
troscopic results confirm the conclusion of Milone et al.
(2017) from photometry that identified fast and slowly
rotating populations.
Figure 4 shows the HST CMD of NGC 1866 marked
with targets and their characteristics. Inspection sug-
gests that two targets, Object 3 and 36, are outliers,
and perhaps not cluster members because their colors
are . −1 and cluster isochrones (Fig. 3) do not extend
to those colors. We exclude them from the calculation
of median parameters. Taking the “narrow” absorption
targets as those with Rc+4 ≤ 0.90, corresponding to v
.150 km s−1, in comparison to the targets with emission,
we find that the median magnitudes, mF814W are essen-
tially identical: 18.01±0.418 (narrow) and 17.99±0.377
(emission). Here the dispersion is calculated as the me-
dian of the absolute deviations of magnitude about the
median magnitude. However, the median colors suggest
what is evident from Figure 4, namelymF336W−mF814W
equals −0.56±0.10 (narrow) and −0.34±0.12 (emission).
Targets exhibiting broad absorption Rc+4 > 0.90 have
a median magnitude similar to the others, and a me-
dian color lying between the values of the other groups:
−0.50±0.10.
Additional characteristics of the stars can be compared
to the results of the photometric studies of the cluster.
Three results derive from the photometry:
(1) The red main sequence (rapid rotators) is more
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centrally concentrated than the blue main sequence (slow
rotators). Milone et al. (2017) find the fraction of red
main sequence stars within 1 arcmin of the cluster core
is ∼0.68. Excluding outliers, the 5 targets within 1 ar-
cmin include 4 stars which are fast rotators, exhibiting
Hα emission (corresponding to a fraction of 0.80±0.53
using Poisson statistics). Thus there appears to be a pre-
ponderance of rapidly rotating stars in eMSTO objects
located in the core of the cluster. Between 1 and 3 arcmin
from the cluster center, our sample of 22 eMSTO stars
indicates the fast rotators decrease slightly to 0.55±0.20
of the targets at this distance - although within the error
estimate, the fraction remains comparable to that in the
core.
(2) The ‘blue component’ comprises about 0.15 of the
stars at the top of the main sequence. We find the frac-
tion of slow rotators (the blue component) to be 0.41
in the total eMSTO sample – a value higher than the
photometric results.
(3) Isochrone fitting suggests that the fast rotating pop-
ulation has a velocity of 0.9 of critical velocity and cor-
responds to ∼ 200 Myr; the non-rotating isochrones in-
dicate that the blue main sequence may harbor two pop-
ulations of 140 Myr and 220 Myr. We find the rapid
rotators occur to the red of the slowly rotating stars in
the HST CMD (Fig. 4). Inspection of isochrones (Milone
et al. 2017) shown in Fig. 4, suggests that the slowly ro-
tating objects span the non-rotating isochrones between
140 Myr and slightly less than ∼220 Myr. The rotat-
ing population lies to the ‘red’ of the slower-rotating
stars which suggests a population older than 200 Myr
if Ω ∼ 0.9Ωcrit and perhaps comparable to the slowly
rotating objects. If so, this would remove the uncom-
fortable problem presented from photometry (Milone et
al. 2017) of three populations harboring slow, fast, and
slowly rotating stars formed in sequence.
Stars exhibiting Hα emission comprise a fraction 0.41
of our total sample. This value is comparable to the
fraction (Bastian et al. 2017) inferred from narrow and
broad-band photometry of the eMSTO spanning 0.4-0.62
in the young LMC clusters NGC 1850 (79 Myr) and 0.33
in NGC 1856 (300 Myr). Photometric studies, however,
give a lower limit to the emission fraction since only
stars with strong emission are detected. Moreover, ra-
dial velocity shifts of LMC clusters can be significant
and compromise the detection of Hα in the narrow HST
filter F656N frequently used as an Hα diagnostic. Spec-
troscopy is advantageous for Hα detection because weak
emitters can be identified, rapid rotators without Hα
emission can be detected, and radial velocity shifts are
of no consequence. Inclusion of stars with broad Hα ab-
sorption raises the rapid rotation fraction to 0.61 among
the eMSTO population in our total sample and implies
the fraction must be higher in other clusters, e.g. NGC
1850 and NGC 1856, as well.
Direct spectroscopic measures of the eMSTO stars
clearly demonstrates the presence of rapidly rotating
stars that are cooler than a population of slowly rotating
objects. It is not understood how such conditions were
established. If the populations were coeval, slowly rotat-
ing stars evolve faster than the rapid rotators and they
should have a lower turnoff luminosity. The CMD of the
eMSTO objects (Fig. 4) displays the opposite behavior
which argues for an actual spread in age: the rapidly
rotating population marks the (older) initial burst of
star formation, followed by a second generation that is
more slowly rotating. Isochrones in Fig. 4 demonstrate
the younger non-rotating objects (at 140 Myr) lie to the
’blue’ of an older (200 Myr) isochrone that has a rotation
close to the critical velocity, here Ω = 0.9Ωcrit. Recently,
D’Antona et al. (2017) have speculated that rotational
braking might mimic an age spread, a conjecture which
requires spectroscopic confirmation by abundance mea-
sures or detection of a stellar wind. The spatial dis-
tribution is also puzzling. Goudfrooij et al. (2011) find
that the upper eMSTO (presumably younger objects) is
significantly more centrally concentrated than the lower
eMSTO in many massive intermediate age clusters in the
LMC. This is in harmony with a second generation of
stars formed from material shed by stars of the first gen-
eration. Our results might suggest a different scenario.
It is the cooler eMSTO objects, spectroscopically deter-
mined to be fast rotators, that dominate within 1 arcmin
of the cluster core, although we have a small sample. Per-
haps this is typical of less massive and/or younger clus-
ters. Yet, it is puzzling that the rapidly rotating stars
are concentrated towards the cluster center (Milone et
al 2017) where it might be expected that a second stel-
lar generation would form from the material of the first
generation. This would appear to suggest that another
scenario must be sought for young clusters.
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Figure 1. The Hα region of the eMSTO stars in NGC 1866. Continuum-normalized spectra are binned to a resolution element
and offset. The heliocentric velocity of the cluster, +298.5±0.4 km s−1 (Mucciarelli et al. 2011) is indicated by the broken
line. The dot-dash lines mark the position of the scattered solar Hα line. A deep sky spectrum is shown. Object numbers are
marked. Left panel: Hα emission objects. Center and Right panels: Stars exhibiting Hα absorption.
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Figure 2. Panels a, b, c: The Hα region in three objects exhibiting absorption. The spectra are centered on Hα. Hα sky contamination is
marked in Object 10 and 12. Theoretical profiles are from kurucz.harvard.edu for [Fe/H]=−0.3, log g values of 2.5 −3.5, and broadened by
a Gaussian to simulate rotation. The profiles suggest values of v sin i in excess of 50 km s−1 and ranging to ∼ 250 km s−1. Approximate
upper and lower limits of velocities are shown. Object 10 and Object 12, exhibiting deep narrow Hα are considered to be slow rotators as
compared to Object 30. Panel d: Models of the relative central depth of Hα (Rc+4) as compared to model fits in panels a, b, and c are
denoted by red squares. The measured values of Rc+4 for the targets are marked by black circles.
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Figure 3. Expected breakup rotational velocities for ages spanning 110 to 350 Myr. Positions of the three stars from Figure 2 (Object
10, 12, 30) are marked and span isochrones from 140 to 225 Myr.
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Figure 4. Characteristics of Hα profiles in NGC 1866 detected in the targets and displayed in the HST CMD. Isochrones are taken from
Georgy et al. (2013) for non-rotating models (Ω = 0) and ages of 140 Myr and 220 Myr (blue curves) and a rotating model (Ω = 0.9Ωcrit)
with an age of 200 Myr (red curve) similar to those shown by Milone et al. (2017). Stars within 3 arcminutes from cluster center are marked
by grey dots.
